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If we let k tend to -, then, assuming convergence:
where we have utilized a generalized geometric series. Then
The restoration matrix can thus be formed iteratively or, as here, through matrix inversion.
The above analysis can be generalized such that f (x) and F(w) are known over any interval. Figs. 1-3 is the original image. Figure 1 is a single pulse, Fig. 2 is a single-sided exponential, and Fig. 3 is a double-sided exponential. Each figure also contains the assumed known portions of f: Pbf and Q, f. The function ml is the linear combination of these projections corresponding to1
The bottom function in Figs. 1-3 shows the restored image computed by Eq. (2). In each case, the restoration agreed with the image to six places.
A second set of examples was performed for the illposed problem presented in Ref. 3 reconstructing f from P,f and Pbf. When an identical procedure is followed, as before, the restoration matrix here becomes
We form a linear combination of the known data, as in Eq. (10) of Ref. 3: and obtain the restoration f, = Rr. Results for identicql images are shown in Figs. 4-6. In each case, the restoration again agreed with the image to six places.
Continuous ill-posed prbblems manifest themselves digitally as ill-conditioned rnatrice~.~ In the presence of even minute noise, the restoration results can vary wildly, as was illustrated in certain of the extrapolations of Smith and mark^.^
